Chevy power steering pump diagram

Dan is an online writer with seven years experience writing articles about mechanics and DIY
content. If you have determined that your power steering pump is bad, here are step-by-step
instructions for replacing it. These illustrations are for a Chevy Suburban with 4-wheel drive, but
the same basic procedure applies to most front-mounted pumps on a V-8 engine. First, make
sure you have the correct parts. Compare the new parts to the old before taking everything
apart. In my case, the pump did not come with a new reservoir, so it didn't look like the old
installed pump at first glance. Carefully check for hose ports and mounting holes in the same
positions as the old unit. If they match, you should have the correct pump. Line up your tools.
But if you have an anti-theft system for your radio or other electronics, make sure you know the
reset codes or disable the system before disconnecting the battery. Enter the wrong passcode a
few times, and it locks down so that only the dealer can reset it. The panel fasteners work like a
drywall anchor. They consist of two pieces, a flange with a hollow shaft and a solid shaft with a
button on top. To remove one, lift the button with a trim tool or screwdriver which extracts the
inner shaft from the hollow shaft. This reduces the diameter of the larger hollow shaft and
allows the two-piece assembly to pull out of the hole. Don't try to pry the large flange without
first lifting the button or you will damage the fastener. Loosen the hose clamp for the air intake
tube, separate the tube from the intake manifold, and carefully move the tube and resonator
aside. You may need to strike the wrench with a hammer to break loose the large nut. If the
serpentine belt does not hold the fan pulley from turning, try pressing on the belt while striking
the wrench with a hammer. If it requires so much force that you turn the crankshaft, you will
need to remove the serpentine belt see steps and hold the pulley with a strap wrench. Holding
the fan blades won't work. You may damage the blades or the viscous clutch between the fan
and the nut. On the Suburban, it just lifts out, having been held in place by the upper shroud
and a flange at the bottom that slides into the radiator support no bottom fasteners. There
should be a diagram in the engine compartment, but if not, take a picture or draw a diagram. It's
easy to forget the route by the time you're ready to reinstall it. Using a 15mm socket, "tighten"
the bolt on the belt tensioner to swing it down. Remove the belt from at least one pulley and
slowly release the spring tension on the belt tensioner. Move the belt away from the PS pump.
Make sure the distance from the front flange bottom in this picture to the inside edge of the belt
grooves match. Old pulley with the broken pump shaft still attached. I didn't need to do this for
this job, because the pump shaft was broken, and I could just pull the pulley, with the broken
shaft attached, out of the pump. Since I don't have pictures of using the tool, I'll attempt to
explain the process you can also see it in the first video below. The special puller consists of a
split-ring flanged adapter, a ring, a puller bolt, and a puller nut with a flange. Slide the smooth
end of the puller bolt into the hole in the pump shaft, and run the nut down to the pulley. Then
place the two-piece adapter into the pulley groove and over the puller nut flange. Slip the ring
over the two-piece adapter to keep it together. Use one wrench to hold the flanged nut, and
another to turn the hex head of the puller bolt. As you tighten the bolt, the pulley will slide off
the shaft. If you're lucky. A ten-year-old pump will have become very attached to its mating
pulley and will only very reluctantly part with it. That's why a new pulley is mentioned in the
parts list above. Don't use a regular two- or three-jaw puller, as it will distort the pulley and
cause it to wobble on the new pump. If you can get the pulley off without damage, you can
re-use it, as long as it slides tight on the new pump shaft. Jack the vehicle, using
factory-recommended procedures, and support it with jack stands. Do not work under a vehicle
supported only by a jack. In the case of the Suburban, raising the vehicle was not necessary to
gain access to the power steering pump. Using a wrench 15mm , remove the single bolt holding
the hose guard to the pump, remove the hose guard, and set it aside. Place a drain pan beneath
the pump to catch any fluid, and then disconnect the pressure line from the pump see first
photo below using a flare nut wrench. If you're careful and the nut is not too tight, you can use a
regular wrench, but make sure you don't damage the nut. If you are re-using the hose, cap the
line to prevent dirt from entering. You may need to use a small screwdriver to lift the locking tab
in order to separate the connector. You may find it easier to access this from above. Using
hose-clamp pliers, disconnect the return line from the pump. If you're not easily frustrated, you
can use regular pliers, but hose-clamp pliers make this a lot easier. Pressure line from EVO
valve to gearbox. Empty bolt hole is for hose guard bracket bolt. Move the bracket out of the
way, being careful not to stress the alternator wiring harness. Remove the single 15 mm bolt
attaching the PS pump bracket to the engine behind the pump. This bolt is located just above
the EVO valve electrical connector. Work the pump out over the wiring harness and down, to
remove it from the engine compartment from below. Removing the splice block bracket screws
should give you enough slack to move the wires out of the way. Set the bracket out of the way.
Don't stress the alternator cables. Take the pump to your workbench for disassembly. It will
probably be a little messy because there will be some fluid in the reservoir and fittings. Have

some rags or paper towels handy. First remove the two bracket nuts and the bracket, then
remove the two bracket studs. They are different on this pump. One has a slightly taller
shoulder. Loosely assemble the studs, bracket and nuts to keep them in the correct holes the
bracket can only mount one way , or make a note of which bolt goes where. Bracket studs.
Notice one has a higher shoulder to compensate for the recess in the reservoir cover that
allows the bracket to mount level. Don't switch the two bolts. Carefully remove the pressure line
fitting or EVO valve, if you have variable-assist steering. Don't let the pressure valve and spring
fly out. If you will be using an EVO valve, you must remove the existing pressure fitting from the
new pump. The pressure relief valve piston sits beneath the pressure fitting and is spring
loaded. Don't let it pop out on the floor. This is the top of the EVO valve showing the spring clip
electrical connector to the left. If the fluid was burnt or dirty, remove the clip and clean the valve
inside, otherwise don't disassemble this valve. EVO valve, pressure relief piston, and spring, as
they are inserted into the pump. Pull the pump body from the reservoir. Do not pry around the
fitting or mounting bolt holes. Because the reservoir is made of thin metal, you will bend it,
making it impossible to get a good seal to the new pump. You also cannot pry around the pump
body because you will distort the sealing surfaces for the large o-ring around the new pump.
The best way to get the pump and reservoir separated is to hold the pump shaft in a wood vice
and pull on the reservoir. You can also hold the reservoir in the vice and use a thin brass punch
in the bottom of the bolt holes to gently loosen the pump from the reservoir. Wipe the interior of
the reservoir clean and examine it, inside and out, for rust. Scale rust on the outside is okay;
just wire-brush it off and re-paint with a rust-preventative. Make sure you tape it off so you don't
get paint overspray inside the fluid tank. If you have rust on the sealing surfaces around the bolt
holes, fitting hole, or pump body seal, or on the inside surfaces of the reservoir, you need a new
reservoir. If you have deep rust that will not wire brush off or has perforated or nearly perforated
the metal, you need a new reservoir. You don't want to do this again next year, do you? In all
likelihood, the new or remanufactured pump will last several years, so you want to make sure
the reservoir will last as long. The old reservoir, cleaned inside and out, with a fresh paint job.
Your new or remanufactured pump should have come with a set of gaskets. Mine came with two
sets of pump-to-reservoir seals, plus pressure-fitting seals, and it had the large body o-ring
factory installed see pictures below. The pump came with clear and detailed instructions. Two
sets of pump-to-reservoir seals for different applications. Use the ones that are slightly taller
than the recess so they will press tight against the reservoir body when assembled. The large
pump body-to-reservoir cavity o-ring was factory installed. If you had an EVO valve on your old
pump, you'll need to install it on the new pump. My remanufactured pump came with a new
pressure valve and a straight fitting. I had to remove the straight fitting and replace it with the
EVO from my old pump. EVO and pressure relief valve from old pump top and new pressure
relief valve and straight fitting from new pump. Place the pump in its approximate position.
Make sure the wiring harness is below and behind the pump body. Pump mounting bolts.
Position the pump and run the three bolts through the bracket and into the pump body, finger
snug. Note there are three identical bolts and one slightly shorter with a rounded tip. The
shorter bolt is for the rear bracket. Place the hose bracket around the PS hoses, slide the
bracket into position on the pump body, and run the bolt through the bracket and into the pump
body, finger snug. Make sure the bracket confines the hoses away from the steering shaft. This
filter came with two SS screw clamps, but they were about 1mm too small. One end of the filter
should be marked IN or OUT , or the filter may have an arrow indicating flow direction. Cut the
hose where the filter will be installed. Depending upon the position and routing of the return
hose, you may need to make two cuts to shorten the hose by about one inch less than the
length of the filter. In other words, if the filter is four inches long, you may need to remove three
inches from the hose. Insert the filter in the line, paying attention to the fluid flow. Do not
attempt to install the filter on a pressure line! Attach the filter with hose clamps. The filter I
bought came with stainless steel screw clamps, but they were about 1 mm too small. If I opened
up the clamps as far as possible without disengaging the screw, they were too small to slip over
the barb on the filter. It took longer to get these clamps on than to install the pump! Just a
head's up in case you buy the same brand: you may want to spend an additional dollar and get
a couple of larger clamps. Pulley installation tool. Install the pump pulley with a pulley
installation tool. If you bought a puller, they usually come with an installation tool, but a bolt
and washers with work just as well. The pulley I purchased came lubed with white grease, but if
you are re-installing your old pulley or a new, unlubed pulley, make sure the bore hole is clean
and lubed before attempting to press it on. Carefully replace the lower radiator shroud into the
radiator mounting crossmember. Make sure it is securely seated. Reinstall the serpentine belt.
First inspect it for wear. After installing the belt, check the wear indicator on the belt tensioner.
There are two or three marks on the base and one indicator line on the movable arm. With the

belt in place, the indicator should rest between the outer marks on the base. Replace if
necessary. Five washers weren't enough. I added one, then two, then three open end wrenches
as the pulley was pressed onto the pump shaft. Installation is as simple as starting the bolt with
a number of washers and tightening. Make sure the pulley is squarely aligned to the shaft. You
can't press it on without damage if it starts crooked. Hold the pulley with one hand, to keep it
from turning, while tightening it with the other. I used one, then two, then three open-end
wrenches to gain the extra depth, instead of removing the bolt and adding washers. At some
point, the pulley may begin to offer so much resistance that you can't hold the pulley with one
hand. At this point stop and install the serpentine belt, which will hold the pulley from turning,
then continue pressing the pulley until the face of the bore hole is even with the end of the
pump shaft. This should align the pump pulley with the belt track. Check this as you are
pressing the pulley. You don't want to go too far in. Fill the reservoir with new clean fluid, of a
type approved by the vehicle manufacturer, and replace the fill cap. With the engine disabled,
crank the starter for a couple of seconds. Check the fluid level and add more if necessary.
Repeat this at least three times or until you no longer need to add fluid. If you have not already
jacked up the front of the vehicle and supported it with stands, do so now. Don't forget to block
the wheels. Re-enable the engine and start it. Let it run for a few seconds, turn it off, and check
the fluid level again. Add fluid if necessary and repeat until you no longer need to add any. Start
the engine and move the wheels full left and full right three times, but don't hold the steering
wheel at either full-lock position. The squealing you hear when the steering wheel is turned full
left or right is the pressure valve venting, and this puts strain on the pump. Stop the engine and
check the fluid. Add as necessary. Repeat until you no longer need to add fluid. Don't overfill.
You should be using the "cold" mark on the dipstick. Start and let the engine run for a few
minutes while checking for leaks. If any fitting or hose is leaking, turn off the engine and tighten
the fitting or clamp. If the pump or reservoir is leaking, you will need to pull the pump and find
the source of the leak. I wouldn't want to be you. Assuming you have no leaksâ€”and you
shouldn't if you carefully assembled the pump and hosesâ€”you are nearly finished, and
congratulations are in order. Remove the jack stands, lower the vehicle to the ground, remove
the wheel chocks, and carefully test-drive your once-again easy-to-steer vehicle. Content is for
informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or
professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. On the up gm trucks the
power steering fluid overheats as a normal occurrence. This is a big reason for pumps to fail.
The 2 tube power steering cooler is woefully inadequate. The cooler should be a 4 tube
minumum, 6 tube is best. Cooler fluid stops the overheated fluid and that "heavy" steering
feeling. I changed the steeringpump on my Chevy HD. I forgot to change EVo valve. After
checking out ur site I quickly foundout what it was.. I have a GMC Savana changed out power
steering pump and lines and cannot get it to take power steering fluid do not turn the steering
wheel to the right or left what am I doing wrong. I studied this from the perspective that I was
replacing a pump with a reservoir. Besides a few aspects that dragged out the procedure; such
as an inefficient means of turning the nut to extract and install the pulley, and trying to use a
needle-nose pliers for the return line hose-clamp, the job went quite well! I have a question as
i'm looking for information about the EVO and pressure relief valve from old pump. Does it
matter how it goes in the hole or does it not matter? I'm waiting for information before I put the
pump in, so I don't have to do it more than once. Hope to get an answer quickly. This is on a full
sized Chevy pickup with the CI motor. Question, i got the old pump off and replacing it with a
new pump. However i have to switch the evo and im having issues removing it. Can someone
break it down barney style for me? I didn't have a 16mm but that probably would have been
ideal. Good luck. I realize this post is over a year old but if someone recalls what size the flair
nut wrench is for removing the pressure line from the pump I'd appreciate it. Your instructions
were very detail with the bolt sizes. Thanks in advance. I have a Gulf Stream Sun Stream with a I
noticed while driving it that when I hit high speeds it would start squealing. After driving it a
while, it would start squealing at lower rates of speed. Also, when I was driving very slow, it
would squeal when I turned the steering wheel. I was stymied until I looked under the
motorhome and saw that one of the belts for the powersteering pump was very loose. As tight
as everything is under a motorhome. Are there any detailed instructions on how to tighten the
powerstearing belt? I can't see a tensioner bolt to loosen so I can pull the power steering pump
out to tighten the belt. I can't see from up top a square hole to to put my breaker bar to pull the
pump out. Any help? You could have a stuck valve. The EVO can be removed for testing the
system, if you want to narrow the possibilities. The replacement pump usually comes with a
fitting in place of the EVO that can be used for this purpose. I replaced my power steering pump
with a new one. I took the entire EVO sensor off the old one and screwed it on the new one.
However I am still getting zero assist from it. After starting the vehicle, I had to add more fluid to

the pump, so I believe it is pumping the fluid through the lines. However, the steering wheel is
still very hard to turn. I've jacked the front end up and turned from side to side many times, but
still get nothing. Great comments. Regarding SAE vs. Disconnecting the battery is essential for
safety. A tool grounding the alternator or battery connections will be a much greater problem
than resetting codes. I should have mentioned marking the belt direction. Thanks for pointing
that out. Thanks for the comments. Thanks to this hub! Very elaborate and I could sure make
use of the information available in the future. Hey Dan, couple of questions here. First off, well
done on such a finely detailed description of the process. You make mention of a 10mm wrench
and socket a few times. Won't that work also? Also, you make mention of disconnecting the
battery and the problems that doing so can cause. What can the reader so if they don't have the
reset codes for the affected systems? Can't they keep the battery connected since you're not
removing the alternator? Also, shouldn't they mark the direction of rotation of the belt if they'll
be reusing the old belt so that no belt damage from cross rotation occurs? Many people
purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated
with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners
need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be
tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. American auto
manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through
hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car
was born. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an
expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. Related Articles. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Jerry Fisher. By Victor Mangubat.
By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary
Wickison. Power steering is often taken for granted. As long as the power steering pump
doesn't leak or growl, it's rarely given much thought. But today's hot Pro Touring cars that
employ giant, sticky front tires, lots of positive caster, and are used on high-g road courses or
autocross tracks put a serious load on the power steering pump. We talked with Jeff
Roethlisberger, owner of Turn One, for some input on upgrading a power steering system and
allowing it to survive. We use the term "survive" because often, especially on hot summer days
at track events, it's common to see power steering pumps fail. Factory power steering systems
are not really designed for high-performance use. OE systems are only designed to reduce
effort. All power steering pumps generate volume and pressure, but according to
Roethlisberger, the older Saginaw pumps push especially large volumesâ€”20 gallons per
minute gpm at 5,rpm shaft speed. Unfortunately, much of this volume is internally bypassed
inside the power steering pump, requiring more horsepower and in turn converting that excess
work into heat absorbed by the fluid. The late-model Type II power steering pump generally
moves around 15 gpm, which translates to less heat. Turn One takes the Type II pump better
with reduced flow pumpsâ€”around 10 gpmâ€”which further reduces both the heat and its
horsepower requirement. For example, Roethlisberger tells us 8 hp is required to drive a typical
Type II pump at 5,rpm shaft speed loaded at psi. Turn One's modified power steering pump
requires only 5 hp, saving 3 hp and generating less heat at the same time. Roethlisberger has
never tested a Saginaw pump, but he says that with twice the output volume, it's possible that
the pump could draw as much as 16 hp. That additional horsepower is mainly lost to heating the
power steering fluid. So if you are currently using an older Saginaw pump on a track car, you
might want to consider converting to a Type II pump. While Type II pumps are extremely
common in the boneyard, Corvette pumps are worth scoring. These pumps employ a smaller, 0.
Bearing-style pumps are more durable and can handle higher belt loads. Digging a little deeper,

we learned that Tuff Stuff offers new pumps using bearings for either shaft diameter. Because
it's rare to find a Corvette in the junkyard, and if durability is a factor, you might want to
consider spending a little more money on a new Type II pump that employs a bearing. Classic
car crafting involves combining parts from several different applications. In a previous
Junkyard Builder, we mentioned that adjusting the pressure output on a Saginaw pumps can
compensate for a twitchy-feeling rack-and-pinion system. Roethlisberger emphasizes that this
rack sensitivity is based strictly on pump flow rather than pressure. Combining a high-flow
Saginaw pump with a typical production-car rack, such as from a Mustang II, creates this
hyper-sensitive situation. Turn One offers a quick cure: a fitting that replaces the stock piece in
a Saginaw pump that reduces the flow by more than 50 percent from 3. Turn One also offers
similar valves for Type II pumps to optimize flow volume in various production or aftermarket
racks. There are also many different mounts available to adapt the Type II pump to a small-block
or big-block Chevy. So if you're hitting the autocross track or the road course or you just want a
more efficient power steering system, check out those Type II pumps. Close Ad. Jeff Smith
writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. If you are a celebrity in America these days, it's
nearly a requirement to spend at least a week in some trendy, beach rehab facility. Thankfully,
we're not celebrities, but one of our junkyard power-steering pumps recently suffered from leak
issues and cried out for rehab, so maybe we're more tragically hip than we thought. With our
minds now cleared from a synthetic power-steering-fluid-induced haze, we thought it might be
interesting to show you how easy it is to put your classic GM Saginaw power steering pump
through rehab and have it come out a clean, happy, and fully functioning member of our
high-performance society. The Saginaw power steering pump first made its appearance on GM
cars in The early pumps used a threaded inch-pulley-shaft-diameter fitted with a woodruff key.
Later, GM changed to a larger, inch shaft minus the threads and woodruff key, converting to a
press-on pulley. The fittings and fasteners in later pumps merged to metric at some point but
retained the same basic pump configuration, with its integral fluid reservoir. The '65 and '66
big-block Chevy applications used a smaller pump housing that relied on an external reservoir.
We mentioned that the Saginaw power steering pump went metric at some point in the later
'70s, but we discovered that the thread pitch on the high-pressure output fitting that screws into
the pump is so similar that the older SAE output fitting will screw right into the metric-pump
body. This is important because the older pumps use inverted-flare fittings, while the newer
ones use a Saginaw O-ring fitting. So if you want to update your '60s GM pump with a newer
'90s Saginaw power steering pump from the junkyard, the exchange is a snap. In most cases,
even pump housings will interchange. If your pump housing is beat up, Tuff Stuff offers both
natural and chrome housings that will fit most applications. So this means you could snatch a
newer pump out of the junkyard, slip on your original pump housing or a new one from Tuff
Stuff , add new seals, and have a virtually new power steering pump for very little coin. Plus,
you can reuse your original pressure fitting to retain your original high-pressure hoses, so you
don't have to buy new hoses. There's also a smaller, late-model power steering pump called the
Type II that we have some tricks for, but we'll save for a later story. If you also replaced the
power steering box, there is a simple bleeding operation you can perform that will eventually
save you lots of time. Power steering is just like any other hydraulic system in that it will work
best with no air in the fluid. So with a dry pump and box, fill the pump reservoir with fluid, and
then with the front tires off the ground, manually turn the wheels lock to lock. This will force air
out of the box and lines. Do this several times, and refill the pump with fluid as needed, until no
more air bubbles appear in the reservoir. Now you can start the engine and slowly run the
steering lock-to-lock. The system should not create any mechanical whine. If the system whines
when running, there is still air in the system and you will have to wait 12 to 24 hours for that air
to exit the system. You could also try applying vacuum to the system by drilling a hole and
sealing a tube in a spare pump lid plumbed to a vacuum pump in order to draw the air out of the
system. Close Ad. Jeff Smith writer. How to bleed power steering pump. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Wheel drive enginediagramthe power steering pump. Chevy power steering
bracket diagram for 72 brackets info needed and here you are my friend now i went way out of
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